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Answer Three (3) Essay Questions. 
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Question 1 

 
Billie and Joel (BJ) enter into a signed written contract with CatsGalore (Cats), a cat breeder, to 
purchase a cute, rare Manx kitten named Felix for $600. Felix had unique coloring and personality. 
A few days before BJ could pick up Felix from Cats, they were told by Slim, the owner of Cats, that 
he received another offer of $1000 for Felix. Slim also told them that he intended to accept the other 
offer because he thought he undersold Felix to them as the “market price” was obviously $1000. 
 
BJ rush to your office and seek your advice as to what potential remedies are available to them to 
stop the sale to other party and enforce the sale of Felix to them or what damages they are entitled to 
if they sue Cats.  
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Question 2 
 
Professor Jim Barton, a world renowned expert on Tort Law, just finished a rough draft of a Tort 
Law flow chart and outline that promises to be the best available.  
 
Two law students, Cheatham and Howe, learn that Barton has the rough draft secreted in his office 
desk. While Barton is on vacation Cheatham and Howe sneak into his office and take the rough 
draft and sell copies online for $100 each.  They are surprised by the wonderful response and sell 
1,000 copies of the outline/chart and net $100,000. 
 
They deposit $50,000 into a bank account with 5% interest and take the other $50,000 and invest it 
in a racehorse with another wealthy friend of theirs who also invests $50,000 in the racehorse (50% 
each).  The friend is unaware of the source of the Cheatham and Howe’s funds.  The racehorse wins 
the first race it is entered into for $250,000 prize money (the horse was a long shot). 
 
Barton returns from vacation and discovers the theft of the rough draft by Cheatham and Howe.  He 
requests that you write a memo describing in detail all of his potential remedies and the reasoning 
supporting your advice. 
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Question 3 
 

DONNA owns Tropical Fruit Co., a Mexican produce company that grows and ships fresh 
mangoes to the American states of Arizona and Texas.  DONNA plans to expand her export 
market by sending mangoes to California and, in early-2023, she sends a shipment of 3,000 
mangoes to Monterey, CA, where she owns a home.  She plans to send similar shipments every 
month. 

 
At the time DONNA sends mangoes to California, she advertises in California with the 

slogan:  "Mexican mangoes are delicious -- better than the Hawaiian kind." 

 
PETER owns Hawaiian Fruit Co., an American company based in California that imports 

fresh mangoes to California from Hawaii.  PETER learns about DONNA's recent business in 
California and is not pleased with the competition. 

 
PETER learns that some Mexican farmers use Malzoid, an insecticide that may cause 

cancer in humans.  Malzoid is prohibited by Criminal Law in California but it is not certain that 
DONNA's mangoes are contaminated with Malzoid. 

 
PETER sues DONNA in Unfair Competition, stating that DONNA's mangoes contain 

"Malzoid poison" and that California consumers must be protected.  PETER also invents an 
argument that DONNA's company exploits underage Mexican workers but there is no such 
evidence. 

 
PETER applies for an injunction that states DONNA cannot bring criminally- 

prohibited Mexican mangoes into California because of Malzoid, because of underage worker 
exploitation, and because DONNA's above-referenced advertisement  is unfair. 

 
Discuss:  Is PETER entitled to an Injunction? 
 

1. Discuss injunctive relief only.  No points will be awarded for discussions of the 
substantive law of Unfair Competition. 

 
2.   It is not necessary to discuss the differences between a TRO and a Preliminary 

Injunction. 
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Question 1 

Equitable Remedies 
1) Injunction to prevent sale to another (inadequate legal Remedies, Feasible Parties 

Id’d, Irreparable injury. Balancing)  
2) Specific Performance of K (Balancing, Breach of K, Certain and Definite Terms, 

Inadequate Legal Remedies, feasible, Mutuality of Ability to Perform) 
 
Legal Remedy 
  Sue for Damages – Sale of Goods, seller breach 
  Buyer gets  a) cover K – difference plus incidentals 
    Or   b) difference in mkt price and K 
 
 
 

Question 2 

Tort Remedies – Trespass – Damages 

‐ Conversion – Damages – value of draft ‐speculative? 

‐ Injunction to prevent future trespass 

Election – Waive Tort 

Restitutionary Remedies – Damages. Value of benefit + ill gotten gains 

  c/A – Replevin  

Tracing – constructive trust 

‐ equitable lien  
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Is PETER entitled to Injunctive relief? 

 
1.  Is the controversy  "Ripe"? 

A.  The facts are that DONNA  already has ongoing  business  within the states of 
Arizona and Texas,  and she intends to expand  her business to California.  The 
objection to DONNA doing business in California is that the product  may be 
harmful to consumers (carcinogenic) and/or anti-social (exploitative of underage 
workers)  and/or that her advertising is unfair (better than an American product). 

B.  Although unproven and uncertain,  PETER has articulated serious  allegations and 
there could be a real danger of injury to consumers and the American product 
industry.   A complaint has been filed and litigation  has begun.   The circumstances 
have moved  beyond  mere apprehension and DONNA's mangoes  have actually been 
shipped  to California. 

C.  It is concluded that the controversy is "Ripe". 
 
2.  Is Law Inadequate and will there be an Irreparable Injury if the Injunction is 

not granted? 
A.  Any money  damages for PETER  would be inadequate because  of the potential  of 

a multiplicity of suits -- DONNA  plans to ship monthly so there is ongoing  harm 
and PETER  would  be forced to sue every month. 

B.  Money damages would also be speculative and difficult  to assess. 
C.  If DONNA imports mangoes  that contain Malzoid, there would be irreparable 

consumer injury,  as well as injury to American business because  of consumer 
boycotts. 

D.  It is concluded that damages  at law would be inadequate. 
 

3.  Would the Injunction be feasible to enforce? 
A.  While DONNA's mangoes  are grown in Mexico,  they enter the United States and 

become  part of American commerce. In addition,  DONNA is a homeowner in 
Monterey, CA, and California courts would have personal  jurisdiction over her 
due to her presumed residency. 

B.  Equity could enforce  its order with Contempt  and, should  DONNA disobey, 
either detain  her or seize her property. 

 
4.  Does PETER's proposed Injunction  protect a property right? 

A.  PETER  has stated  arguments that involve consumer protection and worker 
exploitation. While those are social concerns, neither  deals with a property  right 
held by PETER.  On the other hand, his objection to DONNA's advertisements 
may involve  a property  right. 



B.  The traditional rule that Equity only protects property rights has been relaxed and the court may 
protect the rights that PETER has described. 

 
 
 
 
5.  Would DONNA's advertisement be seen as speech and immune from being forbidden? 

A.  DONNA's advertisements seem to be commercial speech but they still may be protected under 
First Amendment rights and that part of the proposed injunction may be denied. 

 
6. Regarding a balancing of hardships, who would prevail? 

A.  PETER would argue that DONNA already has markets in Arizona and Texas and that stopping 
her business in California would not be ruinous for her.  Not 
stopping her could cause damage to the produce industry and cause physical harms to California 
consumers. 

B.  DONNA would argue that she would suffer a loss of potential business. C.  On balance, 
it is submitted that PETER has better balancing arguments. 

 
7.  Would the defense of unclean hands prohibit PETER from obtaining  the injunction? 

A. It is said that a party seeking equitable relief must not be guilty of any "unfair dealing" with 
respect to the transaction sued upon.  The facts state that there is only speculation that 
DONNA's mangoes contain Malzoid.  The facts also state that PETER invents the information 
that DONNA uses exploited underage workers.  Because PETER is not entirely truthful with the 
court, he may have engaged in unfair dealing in this very lawsuit.  The injunction may be denied 
on that basis. 

 
8.  Can an injunction  be issued to prohibit a crime? 

A.  The facts state that Malzoid is criminally prohibited in California.  Given that criminal 
prohibition, no injunction would be issued because it would deprive DONNA ofthe procedural 
safeguards of the criminal law, including jury trial. 

 










































